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What are the big macro-drivers in the 

market currently? We have QE via 

Operation Twist, earnings season, Europe 

boiling up again, China slowing/not 

slowing, and IPO’s/Buyouts seem to be 

bubbling just below the surface.

Are they bullish or bearish for the market? 

Interesting question, and the answer isn’t 

necessarily straightforward. Operation 

Twist is flat-out bullish, at least until it 

approaches the end in June. That means, 

at some point in May, unless a new QE 

program is announced, this switches from 

bullish to bearish. What are the odds of no 

new QE program? Low. High[er] interest 

rates currently, would implode the public 

sector, or government. The private sector, 

initially might have problems, but these 

would resolve quite quickly. Therefore, 

another QE program will be put into place, 

only the name is up to question.

Europe, bearish right? No, not necessarily. 

Europe cannot allow their banking system 

to collapse, or rather, won’t. That means 

QE Euro-style. More money pumping, 

good for stocks, bad for everyone else. 

Sure they will dilly-dally and generally 

fuck around, and markets will dutifully sell 

down, you know just in case the rumour 

is true, and then rally on the bailout.

Earnings season. As detailed a couple of 

weeks back, current earnings will be fine, 

AAPL blew them out, but it is going to 

be guidance that Wall St will be watching 

this time, far more than what has just 

been reported. So far, guidance has been 

lukewarm. If Bernanke is watching, and 

you bet he is, this is a justification he 

can use for further QE. Employment is 

a huge election issue, businesses with 

soft outlooks don’t hire, they may even 

lay-off. 

One must not depend on one thing or to trust to only one resource, 
however pre-eminent. Everything should be kept double, especially 
the causes of success, of favour, or of esteem. 

Gracian, The Art of Worldly Wisdom 1647.
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Disclaimer:
The information found in this report should not be considered to be investment advice. Any investment decisions you make should 
be based solely on your evaluation of your financial circumstances, investment objectives, risk tolerance, and liquidity needs. 
The author is not a registered investment advisor and does not represent the information in this report as a recommendation for 
readers to buy or sell the securities under discussion. All information contained herein is believed to be accurate at the time the 
information is posted. However, it is possible that errors may exist n this report. The reader should conduct his or her own due 
diligence and not, under any circumstances, rely on any of the information presented on this site. All liability for the content of 
this report, including any omissions, inaccuracies, errors, or misstatements is expressly disclaimed. Always complete your own 
due diligence. The author will disclose positions held in securities under discussion at the time of posting.
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China is the real unknown. Difficult to get 

accurate data, government, who really 

the fuck knows - go with the pro-short 

sellers here, Chanos et al, who hate China. 

So China, could be a legitimate bear 

trigger. If China starts turning to custard, 

tighten-up, hedge, do whatever it is you 

do to manage increasing volatility.

IPO’s tend, to create bear markets: 

increased supply, at market levels that 

seem attractive. The Facebook IPO, could 

be a catalyst, who knows. Mergers are 

picking up again, which may counteract 

the increased IPO supply. This is another, 

just watch carefully.

Recommendation: Stay long

duCati system: No changes hold long

Until next week, jog on, duc


